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FOREWORD
 

I am honoured to write a short forward to the Stanley Robertson

school resource. My father Stanley could never have imagined,

as a young boy being chased home from school by the scaldie

bairns that one day his name would find fame in academic circles

throughout the world. 

Traveller children were ignored by the school system and

because they were different to other children they were

bullied and persecuted daily. However, my father was a very

clever boy with a great imagination and this mind was fired up by

reading books of far off places and peoples. 

The world was much bigger than the cold dark tenement flat where he lived - ironically

within a stone’s throw of the University of Aberdeen - a place which some 50 years later

would recognise his genius. 

As children we never realised how lucky we were to have a father who was a storyteller,

balladeer, and a keeper of his people’s proud history. We learned through the stories the

importance of honesty, kindness, and integrity. The Jack tales set our minds alight with

stories of monsters, dragons and castles. As well as challenges and difficult tasks to

overcome. My father had travelled the world, sharing his love and knowledge of those songs

and stories; but he was most proud when chosen to work at Aberdeen University on a project  

documenting all he knew of his own history, while collecting songs, stories and memories

from other Travellers their songs, stories and memories. Towards the end of the three-year

project he was nominated to receive an honorary degree from the university. He was

delighted, he was honoured; he was receiving this in some ways on behalf of the many

Travellers who had gone before him with no recognition. 

We as a family were immensely proud of our father and this resource will help keep his

memory alive. My life has been enriched by the songs, stories and memories of my Traveller

ancestors and I hope you will find joy and excitement in using this resource.

Tony Robertson, 
Stanley Robertson's Son



TERMINOLOGY
This resource has utilised the term 'Scottish Traveller' throughout , which differs

slightly from the Scottish Government's official term 'Scottish Gypsy/Traveller'. This is

in line with how Stanley Robertson defined himself, but it is important to note that not

all families accept this terminology with some preferring to be defined as 'Scottish

Gypsy/Travellers' (Mclennan et al, 2017), 'Nawken' (Donaldson, 2020) and 'Torikker'

(MacDonald, 2009).  

This resource has been made with teaching professionals and educators in mind. Each

activity plan has been carefully selected and designed to sit neatly within the curriculum,

providing an inclusive approach to subject choice. 

The design of the pack allows for flexibility and ease of use, spanning Early, First and

Second Level CfE education – each section colour co-ordinated. This resource is a

celebration of Stanley Robertson, Aberdeen loon and master storyteller.  It has been

compiled and designed by those who were influenced by Stanley and knew him best.  

It is also a window into the centuries-old culture and lore of Scottish Travellers – the

lore Stanley spent his life protecting. It is our hope that this resource will empower

young people to learn about their local heritage, the diversity of Scotland and their role

in preserving tradition. 

In a way this resource is an act of preservation, passing the glowing torch of tradition

from Stanley, to the next generation - so that they can become the Tradition Bearers of

our future.

ABOUT THIS RESOURCE  

Mclennan, K.,McPhee, R., McPhee, S., Turbett, C. (2017)  Gypsy Travellers: Human Rights and Social Work's Role. IRISS
Insights.
Donaldson, D. (2020) Why I think self defining as Nawken will help reduce depression rates. Available from:
https://conyach.scot/why-i-self-define-as-nawken/ 
MacDonald, J. (2009) Learn Beurla Reagaird [Words & phrases] 1. Youtube. Available from:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iI_kDvPCmwk&t=159s 



Nobody can be certain on the origins of Scottish Travellers. Some have claimed that the

community's roots lie in a pre-celtic nomadic people (Whyte, 2001); whilst others claim that

the contemporary Scottish Traveller community is more closely linked with the Roma

diaspora from Northern India (McPhee, 2017). However, what can be said is that they are

one of Scotland’s oldest nomadic cultures, having been travelling Scotland’s highways and

by-ways for nearly one thousand years.

Scottish Travellers continue to retain their unique culture through distinct cultural codes,

languages and beliefs. Indeed, language and orality is a pillar of Scottish Traveller identity,

with at least two spoken languages present in the community  - Beurla Raigaird and The

Cant. Beurla Raigaird is mainly spoken by the Highland Travellers, with The Cant being

spoken throughout the Lowlands, Perthshire and North-East of Scotland.  

Scottish Travellers have played an array of roles in Scotland over time, lending their

specialised skills and talents to the development of the land. From skilled tin-smithing and

basket-making, to seasonal harvest work; from remarkable ballads and songs to wonderful

story traditions with local and international connections. Scottish Travellers have

contributed to and have been an integral part of Scotland’s culture for centuries.
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As a people, Scottish Travellers' history is littered with persecution and oppression; they have

experienced marginalisation of their nomadic culture, been forced into reservations and have

had their children forcibly sent abroad. Despite it all, they are a proud people, rich in heritage

and culture - who continue to hold on to ancient traditions, customs and ways of life.

The lived identity of today's Scottish Travellers can take many forms, some families are

permanently settled, others travel for part of the year and others live on the road permanently.

This said, for much of the community, the ability to travel or telling stories of life on the road are

still an integral part of the way they experience their identity. 

Many Scottish Travellers interact with the environment in a much more extensive and intimate

way than settled people; they inhabit it as the ‘world’s room’. Thus, the roads and campsites of

Scotland are as much home as a flat or a house might be to those from the settled community.

So, where you see a set of caravans pitched up where none were before, it’s families at home,

expressing belonging and culture, living a different world view.

As a community, oral tradition is greatly important; songs, folktales, rhymes and legends – orality

is at the core of Scottish Traveller culture. The community uses this tradition to educate their

children, passing on knowledge of genealogy, history and geography. 

There is no comprehensive history book on Scottish Travellers, but despite this, many Scottish

Traveller families can trace their ancestors back generations. Impressively, through their stories

and songs, some are able to pinpoint family members at the Battle of Culloden, the Glencoe

Massacre and the Highland Clearances! As a result Scottish Travellers have become renowned in

the Story and Ballad traditions, notably families such as the 'Stewarts of Blair' and the Robertsons

of Aberdeen played a crucial part in the Folk Revival of the 1960s and 70s. 

Despite an ancient history in Scotland, attitudes towards Scotland’s Travellers have been

described as the ‘last acceptable form of racism' by campaigners, with the Scottish Government

admitting that much still needs to be done to tackle the socio-economic inequalities faced by

the community (Scottish Government, 2019). 

This resource is a celebration of one of Scotland's most

renowned Travellers - Stanley Robertson. Through exploring 

his life and the important role he played 

in Scotland's story, we will empower a new generation 

of tradition-bearers in his memory!

Davie Donaldson, 

Scottish Traveller and Activist
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SECOND LEVEL

Grace Banks

At Second Level we will focus on Social Subjects,

Religious & Moral Education and Health & Well-being

Outcomes.  

This section focuses on Stanley's experience of being

a Scottish Traveller, set in the context of Scottish

Traveller history and culture.  It explores attitudes to

Scottish Travellers and the contribution Scottish

Travellers have made to Scottish life.



I can place historical events in a timeline, reflecting

on what this means to Scottish History and my

chronology. 

I can reflect on how identity can have an influence on

a famous Scot.

Social Subjects

Experiences and

Outcomes

 

Religious and Moral

Education Experiences

and Outcomes

 

Technologies Experiences

and Outcomes

R E S O U R C E S :  

Sway Document

Video animation explaining the similarities and differences between Gypsies,

Roma and Travellers is embedded in the Sway Document or you can access it by

clicking here: Gypsy/Traveller History

You should click here to access the Timeline Milestones and Dates.  They are NOT

embedded in the Sway Document.

Recordings of Stanley Robertson are embedded in the Sway Document or you can

access them here: Where and how he learned ballads - Part 1; Learning about

storytelling; Learning right and wrong - Part 1; Learning practical things from the

men - Part 2

 L E A R N I N G  P O I N T S :                                          O U T C O M E S
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Activity One:
Who are the Scottish Travellers?

The following activities are supported by this Sway Document.

1) Animation: Show class animation of Gypsy/Traveller History.

A C T I V I T Y :  

AIM: 

To Explore Stanley’s Scottish Traveller background and how his community have

been part of Scottish history and heritage.

https://sway.office.com/YAp0q2FVwPiHls3V?ref=Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6wSLfGBVGY
https://www.abdn.ac.uk/elphinstone/resources/second-level-495.php
http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk/en/fullrecord/83016?backURL=/en/search%3Fpage%3D1%23track_83016
http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk/en/fullrecord/38323?backURL=/en/searchByPerson%3Fpersonid%3D2895%26name%3DStanley+Robertson%26page%3D3%23track_38323
http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk/en/fullrecord/50189?backURL=/en/searchByPerson%3Fpersonid%3D2895%26name%3DStanley+Robertson%26page%3D11%23track_50189
http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk/en/fullrecord/50189?backURL=/en/searchByPerson%3Fpersonid%3D2895%26name%3DStanley+Robertson%26page%3D11%23track_50189
https://sway.office.com/YAp0q2FVwPiHls3V?ref=Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6wSLfGBVGY
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Activity One:
Who are the Scottish Travellers?

Give half of the class a Milestone card and the other half a Date card.

Learners are then asked to walk around the room and find someone who they think

has the corresponding date/milestone to their card. 

Once learners think they've found their correct partner, ask them to stand together

showing their date along with what they think is its corresponding milestone. 

As a class share the timeline, asking each pair to say why they chose their

corresponding date/milestone. 

After the class have shared their thoughts, reveal the true date and milestone pairs

- asking learners to stick their date/milestone on the wall in the correct order.

Separate class into four groups, giving each an online recording of Stanley talking

Give each group a piece of paper and ask them to draw/note down the

influences and elements of Scottish Traveller identity Stanley mentions in his

recording. 

Get groups to feedback on their notes. 

How do you think your history has influenced you?

What have you learned today that you didn’t know before?

2) Conduct Timeline activity:

3)   Watch Film: ‘Stanley Robertson - Tradition Bearer’ (in Sway or here)

4)  Group Discussions: 

 about the influence being a Scottish Traveller had on him. 

4) Class Reflection:  Reflect on the activity by asking learners:

https://abdn.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=1294f06c-71b8-4455-8c26-ad6c008a169c


I can identify and understand stereotyping and social

exclusion

I can understand the rights I am entitled to and how

these rights can be accessed or have barriers

 I can discuss and express views about the

importance of values such as honesty, respect and

compassion.

Social Subjects

Experiences and

Outcomes 

 

Health and Wellbeing

Experiences and

Outcomes

 

Religious and Moral

Education Experiences

and Outcomes

R E S O U R C E S :  

Sway Document

Recordings of Stanley talking about his childhood are linked in the Sway or you

can access them here: His School Experience [PLEASE NOTE you should stop

listening to this recording after the episode where Mrs Manly gives Stanley a

present from Santa - approx. 9 minutes in to the recording]; Out On the Road

A film explaining stereotyping is embedded in the Sway Document or you can

access it here: Fixers film made by young people in Aberdeenshire

The UNCRC Resource Sheet is embedded in the Sway Document or you can

access it by clicking here: UNCRC Resource Sheet

   

 L E A R N I N G  P O I N T S :                                            O U T C O M E S
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Activity Two:
Stanley’s Childhood and my
Rights?

AIM: 

Explore the rights of the child through the lens of Stanley and develop an

understanding of what barriers may exist for some young people in accessing their

rights.

https://sway.office.com/dCD31B3PiEetJCAN?ref=Link
http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk/en/fullrecord/110214?backURL=/en/searchByPerson%3Fpersonid%3D2895%26name%3DStanley+Robertson%26page%3D36%23track_110214
http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk/en/fullrecord/81364?backURL=/en/searchByPerson%3Fpersonid%3D2895%26name%3DStanley+Robertson%26page%3D31%23track_81364
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=kWH2mciJ37k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=kWH2mciJ37k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=kWH2mciJ37k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=kWH2mciJ37k
https://www.unicef.org/media/60981/file/convention-rights-child-text-child-friendly-version.pdf


Activity Two:
Stanley’s Childhood and my
Rights?

What does he raise/mention about bullying, what teachers assumed of him, issues

he faced at school, loneliness?

Why did he like camping? 

What words does he mention hurting him when he was younger? 

Begin by asking the class if anyone has heard of the word 'stereotype'? Can they

explain it or give an example?

Show class film about stereotyping.

Ask class what they now think the word 'stereotype' means, ensure everyone

understands that a stereotype is: 

Ask the class how people stereotyped Stanley and what impact this might have

had on him?

2) Group discussion: Encourage class to discuss what Stanley tells us about his   

 childhood. Some points to consider:

Then ask each group to consider that if they were at school with Stanley what could

have been done differently to help him?

3) Class exploration of the term ‘stereotype’:  

"an assumption, sometimes widely held, but oversimplified image or idea of a

particular type of person or thing" (e.g. Groundskeeper Willie in the Simpsons)
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A C T I V I T Y :  

The following activities are supported by this Sway Document.

1) Stanley's childhood: Listen to Stanley talking about his childhood.

https://sway.office.com/dCD31B3PiEetJCAN?ref=Link


Activity Two:
Stanley’s Childhood and my
Rights?

Give each learner a piece of paper and give each table some coloured pens.

Asking learners to leave a space at the top and bottom of their paper, ask them to

use Stanley’s description of his family camp at Lumphanan to draw their own

Scottish Traveller campsite.

Ask learners to consider what they might find on the camp? Who might be there?

How would the camp feel to a young Scottish Traveller like Stanley?

Give each table access to a copy of the UNCRC explaining that these are rights

all children are entitled to. 

Ask learners to write/illustrate the rights that Stanley had granted to him, in the

space at the bottom of their drawing.

Then in the space at the top they should write/illustrate the rights he had barriers

to.

What rights do they think a young Stanley received and which didn't he?

Why is it important to challenge stereotypes?

4) Stanley’s Home:

5) Connecting the rights:

6) Class Reflection: Reflect on this activity by asking learners to share:
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I can draw on multiple sources to research a topic.

I can engage with intangible culture to develop an

understanding of my world.

Religious and Moral

Education Experiences

and Outcomes

 

Technologies Experiences

and Outcomes

R E S O U R C E S :  

Sway Document

The recording of the Burker Story is embedded in the Sway Document or you can

access it here: Burker Story

The Comic Strip Template and the Scottish Traveller Cant are available here:

Comic Strip Template; Scottish Traveller Cant Resource Sheet

Recordings of some famous Scottish Traveller songs are linked in the Sway

Document or you can access them here: The Battle of Harlaw; The Berryfields o

Blair ; The Hawkers Lament

The lyrics for the songs are available here

 L E A R N I N G  P O I N T S :                                            O U T C O M E S
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Activity Three:
What did songs mean to Stanley?

The following activities are supported by this Sway Document.

1) Burker song: Play recording of Stanley telling a Burker tale and singing in Traveller

Cant to the class.

A C T I V I T Y :  

AIM: 

Explore Stanley’s passion for song and the importance that songs have in helping

us understand the world around us.

https://sway.office.com/PChOwzsOlaCdeu8F?ref=Link
http://tobarandualchais.co.uk/en/fullrecord/65216
https://www.abdn.ac.uk/elphinstone/resources/second-level-495.php
https://abdn.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b2deaf75-2459-4266-952c-ad8f00c07205
http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk/en/fullrecord/11382?backURL=/en/search%3Fpage%3D1%23track_11382
http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk/en/fullrecord/68649?backURL=/en/search%3Fpage%3D1%23track_68649
https://www.abdn.ac.uk/elphinstone/resources/second-level-495.php
https://sway.office.com/PChOwzsOlaCdeu8F?ref=Link


Activity Three:
What did stories and songs mean to
Stanley?

Split class into small groups, ask learners to consider: what happened in

Stanley’s story?; What do you think this story meant to Stanley?; Why do you think

Stanley felt it was important to share this story?

Give each learners a comic strip worksheet, and a copy of the Cant glossary

Ask them to each write a short story in the form of a comic including some Cant

words 

Give learners some time to write their story, before then allowing them to share

their story with the class

Explain that Stanley spoke at length of the importance of understanding the

story behind a song, in order to fully appreciate the meaning of the song itself.

Split the class into groups, giving each group access to a Traveller song to listen

to.

Ask each group to research and make a short presentation on the story behind

the song. 

What did you learn from Stanley’s story and song that you didn’t know before?

Do you think stories/ballads are as important now as they were when Stanley

was young?

2) Group Discussion:

3) Using the Scottish Traveller Language: 

4) Importance of story in song: 

Encourage learners to consider the following questions:

            What does the song teach us about society?

            Does the song talk about any specific event/practice? 

            Who features in the song?

5) Presentations: Give groups some time to present their research to the class.

6) Class Reflection: Reflect on this activity by asking learners:
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I can describe at least two ways in which past events

or the actions of individuals or groups have shaped

Scottish society.

I can contribute two or more points to the discussion 

I can use both primary and secondary sources of

evidence in an investigation about the past

(in any form) as to why people and events from the

past were important.

Social Subjects

Experiences and

Outcomes 

 

Health and Wellbeing

Experiences and

Outcomes

 

Religious and Moral

Education Experiences

and Outcomes

R E S O U R C E S :  

Sway Document

The video of Tony Robertson talking about his father is embedded in the Sway 

The photos of Stanley as a Tradition Bearer are embedded in the Sway

The recording of Grace Banks singing her tribute to Stanley is linked in the Sway

or you can access it here: This Tall Aberdonian (Banks, 2007)

 L E A R N I N G  P O I N T S :                                            O U T C O M E S
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Activity Four:
What is Stanley's Legacy?

Show class ‘Keeper of the Lore’ video.

The following activities are supported by this Sway Document.

1) Watch Tony Robertson describe his father’s role as a Tradition Bearer:

A C T I V I T Y :  

AIM: 

Explore Stanley Robertson’s role as a tradition bearer, his important legacy and our

roles in preserving tradition.

https://sway.office.com/YUdXUPUGzkO5JL4x?ref=Link
https://abdn.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=481a24df-5f1d-4316-bcbd-ad6c00ba1fe7
https://sway.office.com/YUdXUPUGzkO5JL4x?ref=Link


Activity Four:
What is Stanley's Legacy?

Give learners access to photos of Stanley as Tradition Bearer.

Ask each group to discuss what they think might be happening in the photo.

After a few minutes ask each group to feed back their thoughts. 

Then accurately describe what is happening in the photo.

Play recording of Grace Banks singing the song she wrote to celebrate Stanley.

Ask class to reflect on what Grace's song tells us about Stanley and his legacy.

Split class into journalist pairs tasked with writing a celebratory article of Stanley

as a ‘tradition bearer’.

Get each pair to design an article or poster, considering the following questions:

How did Stanley share Traveller lore?; Who did Stanley share it with?; When and

where did he share it? (e.g. specific events? groups?); How did his work

influence people?; Why was his work important?

Once articles and posters are completed ask each pair to feedback one

interesting fact they found out about Stanley and how they portrayed him in

their poster/article.

What do you believe Stanley’s legacy is?

What do you think our role is in looking after tradition?

How do you think we can better look after our traditions?

Do you think we will one day look back on some of the people in this class as

tradition bearers?

2) Photo analysis: 

3) This Tall Aberdonian:

4) Journalist activity: 

5) Group Discussion:

6) Class Reflection:  Reflect on this activity by asking learners to consider the

following questions:
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"WITH THE ORAL

TRADITION YOU'VE GOT

EVERYTHING - YOU'VE

GOT A WHOLE

ANCESTRY THAT COMES

THROUGH YE"

 

STANLEY ROBERTSON

 


